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Weighing in at a whopping 544 pages, Uncle Johnâ€™s Canoramic Bathroom Reader presents a

wide-angle view of the world around us. Itâ€™s overflowing with everything that BRI fans have come

to expect from this bestselling trivia series: fascinating history, silly science, and obscure origins,

plus fads, blunders, wordplay, quotes, and a few surprises (such as some of the "creative" methods

people have used to pay off their alimony). And yes, Uncle Johnâ€™s latest masterpiece is

guaranteed to keep readers on the edge of the can! So hang on tight and learn about hairy

superstitions, animals who act like people, the mother of the Father of Our Country, really BIG

things, the worldâ€™s first private eye, Bill Gates and his "Toilet Challenge," the story of the

Freedom of Information Act, how to behave like a 16th century-style gentleman, the worldâ€™s most

incredible oil strikes, the Suzette for which CrÃªpe Suzette is named, and Sewerage Day. Happy

Sewerage Day!
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Love Uncle John's Bathroom Readers and Canoramic is yet another great edition.If you have not

had the pleasure in reading an Uncle John's Bathroom Reader you are in for a treat. These books

are filled with fun facts that keep you wanting more. There is so many different things packed into

one book - just a tidbit of information about each topic - just enough to get to the point. Some are

truly remarkable, some are funny and some are just bizarre. And don't forget to check out the little

facts that are printed on the bottom of each page.



As good as previous bathroom readers. Super fast shipment.

I am a huge fan of Uncle Johns Bathroom Readers and this one does not disappoint! I have

probably read all of the longer Uncle John books and buy them as soon as they are released. I am

so glad they started making them available for the Kindle! These books are great to read as

intended (per the title), but I read them before bed. I used to read novels before bed but found

myself always just wanting to read "one more chapter". These books are great because the topics

are generally covered in a few pages and then moves on to a completely different topic. Perfect for

reading when you don't have a lot of time and perfect for reading when you do!

This edition is their best one to date. Have taken it out of the 'library' and into the den...it gains

respectability when you do....

This is my fourth or fifth Uncle John's, and it's right up there with all the others. Fun, short bits of

information. Great for bathroom reading, of course, but I also like it a bedtime to clear my head of

serious thoughts so I can sleep. And it's interesting how these disjoint topics sometimes happen to

correspond to something in the news or pop culture headlines. This i a great series.

Like it. As far as I know, I've read every Uncle Johns reader and have always enjoyed them.

I've been a bathroom reader since #4 so it's been a while. I must say I really enjoy this edition. The

story's are fun to read and entertaining! I would highly recommend this bathroom reader to anyone.

Uncle John's Bathroom Readers are always full of interesting tidbits. They flow easily. With no

particular direction from one article to the next, one can drop off to sleep and pick things up the next

time. Very enjoyable.
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